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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with canonical forms for induction theorems in the 
complex, finite-dimensional representation theory of a finite group, G. 
The first example of an explicit form for an induction theorem is due to 
R. Brauer [Br] who, in 1951, gave a canonical form for Artin’s induction 
theorem. In 1946, R. Brauer had also proved that each virtual character of 
G may be expressed as an integral linear combination of characters which 
are induced from linear (i.e., one-dimensional) characters of subgroups of 
G. One may reformulate Brauer’s induction theorem in the following man- 
ner. Define R+(G) to be the free abelian group on the G-conjugacy classes, 
(H 5 S’),, of linear characters of subgroups. Define 6, : R + (G) + R(G) 
by b,(( H-% S’),) = Indz(rp). Brauer’s theorem states that 6, is onto. By 
an explicit Brauer induction formula we will mean a section for the map, 
6,. Given such a section one may use it to obtain a presentation for R(G) 
in terms of generators, (H-% S’)c; this problem is mentioned in [Ser, 
p. 71, footnote]. In 1986 Snaith produced such a section, t,, by means 
of the algebraic topology of smooth group actions related to 
G-representations. Details appear in [Sl] (see also [S2; S3; S4]). In his 
thesis Boltje algebraically constructed another such section, a,. In fact it is 
possible to give a topological construction of a,, similar to that of [Sl] for 
t,; this construction is given in (2.26) (see Theorem 2.27). 
In this paper we derive algebraic formulae for t, (and its topological 
ancestor, ro) in a manner similar to that used for a, in [Bl]. These results 
appear in Theorems 3.23 and 3.29. In Section 4 we derive a formula which 
relates ac and t, directly, rather than by means of the algebraic formulae 
of Section 3. 
The prerequisites for the understanding of a,, t,, and L, (the explicit 
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Brauer induction formulae of [Bl ; Sl ; Sy], respectively) are collected in 
detail in Section 2. 
Since its discovery, explicit Brauer induction has found a number of 
applications. In [SS] it was used in number theory to give a local construc- 
tion of the local root numbers. In [S6] it was used in algebra to prove and 
improve upon M. J. Taylor’s conjecture concerning determinantal con- 
gruences. In [S7]-and this is an application in which it is much simpler 
to use a, rather than t,-it is used to construct new maps (called restricted 
determinants) into the class group of a group-ring. In [SS] uG and t, are 
used to develop a theory of a conductor for local Galois representations in 
the imperfect residue field case. In [S3; S4] the reader will find further 
applications to the orthogonal local root number and to the Weil character 
on the Witt ring of a local field. 
The motivation for this paper lies in the need to algebraicise the 
topological constructions in order to perform calculations and in the fact 
that the topological construction, rG, of (2.6) is a richer invariant than 
either a, or t,. 
2. THE INDUCTION FORMULAE a,,~, AND t, 
In this section we will recall the definitions of a,, zG, and t, and recall 
some of their basic properties. Each of these formulae is an “explicit Brauer 
induction” formula. In the case of a, the reader is referred to [Bl; B2] for 
a more complete treatment and in the case of rG, t, further details are to 
be found in [Sl; S2; S3]. 
We begin by following [Sl, Section 3; or S2, Section 21. Let n be a 
positive integer and denote by 17, the wreath product, C, s S’. If S’ 
denotes the unit circle then an element of the symmetric group, u E Z,, acts 
on the left of the torus, (S’)n, by the formula 
dz, 3 z2, . . . . ZJ = (&l(l), . ..? z,-y,J. 
Hence the product in C, s S’ is given by the formula (a, r E C,; yi, zi E S’) 
((Yl, ..‘> YA a)((z,, “‘> ZA z)= ((Ylz~-~(l)~ ...> Y,zo-~,n,)~ CT). 
We identify Z7,, with the subgroup of monomial matrices of the unitary 
group, U(n), consisting of those matrices which have exactly one non-zero 
entry row and column. To be precise, we identify ((z,, . . . . z,), z) with the 
matrix whose (z(i), i)th entry is equal to zi. By convention, Z7, = { 1). 
A subhomomorphism from G to II, (G 2 H -% Z7,) is a pair consisting of 
a subgroup, H < G, and a homomorphism, v: H + I7,. Let ML denote the 
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set of subhomomorphisms from G to I7,. The group, G x Z7,, acts on the 
left of M”, by 
(s,A)(HA H,)=(GasHs-’ n,) a(v(S-‘LS))a-~ (s E G, A E ZZ,). 
(2.1) 
We will denote the set of Gx li’,-orbits of M”, will be denoted by 
M”,/(G x Z7,) = &;I;. We will denote the G x ZZn-orbit of (G > H li Z7,) by 
(HA 17,),. Let R+(G, Z7,) denote the free abelian grup with basis I@:. 
For J< G we have a restriction map 
defined by 
Resy: R+(G, IT,,) + R+(J, TI,,) (2.2) 
ResF(H-!k nn)G= ..TG,” (JnsHs-’ y(s- II,),. 
The restriction maps are transitive with respect to towers of subgroups, 
K<J<G. 
Furthermore, for each finite group we have a map 
6,: R,(G, n,) -+ R(G) 
given by 
(2.3) 
b,((HL n,),) = Indg(v). 
Here R(G) is the representation ring of G, equipped with the customary 
restriction and induction maps. The map, b,, commutes with restriction to 
subgroups. The group, R, (G, Z7,,), is isomorphic to the Burnside ring, 
Q(G), by means of the isomorphism which sends (H-S { 1 }), to the G-set, 
G/H. We will denote the conjugacy class of H < G by (H)G henceforth and 
we will also consider it as the basis element, G/H E Q(G). The restriction 
map of (2.2) coincides with the usual restriction map on the Burnside ring. 
We also have an augmentation map 
given by 
sc: R+(G, n,,) -+ Q(G) (2.4) 
s,((HL nn),) = (H)G. 
In addition, sG commutes with restriction to subgroups. 
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There is a bilinear pairing 
(~*-):R+(G1,H,)xR+(G2,H,)-,R+(G,xG,,H,+,) (2.5) 
given by 
where 
(v8P)(u,u)=[v~) J)] (UEU,UEV. 
Now we come to the definition of the explicit induction map 
TG: Rep”(G) --, R+(G, n,), (2.6) 
where Rep:(G) denotes the set of isomorphism classes of n-dimensional, 
complex representations of G. Let K E Rep”(G) and let v: G + U(n) be a 
unitary representation of G which yields the character, N. As is well known 
and easy to prove there is one and only one such homomorphism, v, up to 
conjugation within U(n). Thus G acts on U(n)/17,, by left multiplication 
via v. Let M= G\U(n)/ZZ, denote the G-orbit space and for each conjugacy 
class, (WC, let McHjC denote the subspace consisting of orbits of type GJH, 
Let McHjG = Ui McHjG,; be the decomposition of MCHjc into connected com- 
ponents so that we have M = UCHjG Ui MCHIC,i which we will abbreviate to 
U, M,. Now, for each c(, choose g,E U(n) such that v(G) g,Z7,E M, and 
we define H, to be the G-stabiliser of g,I7,. Hence, if M, = MCHJG,i, then 
(H,)G = (H)G. Furthermore, let K, denote the Euler characteristic of M, 
with respect to compactly supported, rational cohomology. Note that for 
each c( we obtain a subhomomorphism (v,: H, + Z7,),, where for z E H,, 
v,(z) = g,‘v(z) g,. 
Now we define 
TG(N) = c d",: Hv. -'nn)cER+(G, nn). (2.7) 
2.8. THEOREM [Sl, Section 3.21. (a) r6: Rep”(G)+R+(G, Z7,) is a 
well-defined map of sets. 
(b) For all N E Rep”(G), b,(r,(K)) = K E R(G). 
(c) For Et E Rep”(G,) and 9 E Rep”(G,), let K @ 0 E Rep”+“(G, x G,) 
denote the external direct sum: 
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(d) For all H<G andall HERep”( 
ResC,(z,(K)) = r,(Res$(N)) E R+(H, IT,). 
(e) For all cp e Rep’(G), 
Note that (e), which is not included in [Sl, Section 3.21, follows at once 
from the definition of zG. 
Let us write Rep(G) for the union of all the Rep”(G). Hence Rep(G) is 
a monoid under the direct sum of representations. 
As a corollary of Sections 2.8(c), (d) we obtain, for the internal direct 
sum of representations, K + 8, 
T,(Et + 0) = ReszxG(zG(K) * r,(o)) 0% 0 E Rep(G)), (2.9) 
where, in (2.9), G is embedded iagonally into G x G. 
We define a map of sets 
tG : Rep”(G) + Q(G) 
E^G(K) =EG(TG(K)) for K E Rep”(G). 
(2.10) 
Since sG and sG commute with restriction to subgroups, so does EG. 
Henceforth we will abbreviate R, (G, I7,) to R+(G) and remark that 
this notation is consistent with that of [Bl, Section 11. That is, R+(G) 
is the free abelian group on G-conjugacy classes (Hs s’)G, of 
subhomomorphisms from G to the circle. R+(G) is a commutative ring 
when endowed with the following multiplication [Bl, Section 1.5; S2, 
Section 1.61: 
(HL s’), (KA s’), 
=sG;G,K (HIT.&-’ elL(s-l--s) S1)G. (2.11) 
The unit is (G)G E Q(G) c R+(G), where we observe that R+(G) con- 
tains a copy of the Burnside ring whose basis consists of those sub- 
homomorphisms whose homomorphism is trivial. Note that b, of (2.3) and 
Resg of (2.2) are both ring homomorphisms on R+(G) [S2, Section 1.93. 
Next we recall the natural homomorphism 
d,: R+(G, nrz) -+ R+(G) (2.12) 
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which was introduced in [Sl ] (where it was called pG). See also [S2, Sec- 
tion 1.201. Let (HA I7,), be a conjugacy class of a subhomomorphism. 
Hence H acts on the set { 1, 2, . . . . n}, via the map H-L IZ, - Z,, g 
H,/(S’)“. Let i,, . . . . ik be representatives of the H-orbits and let H, , . . . . Hk, 
respectively, be their stabilisers. For each Jo ( 1, . . . . k} and for each s E H, 
observe that v(s) has a non-zero (i,, i,)th entry, which gives rise to a 
homomorphism, ‘pi: Hi + S’. 
Define (2.12) by 
d,(HL Z7,JG= 1 (cp,: H,- S’),. 
I SiCk 
For all H < G we have commutative diagrams 
R+(G, n ) bc R(G) 
de 
I I 
= 
R+(G) bc R(G) 
R+(G n,) 2 R+(G) 
R&g 
I I 
RES; 
R+(K n,)- dH R+(H) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
When n = 1 then d, is clearly the identity. For consistency we will set rG 
equal to zero on R+(G, IT,) and set d,: R+(G, I7,) + R+(G) equal to the 
embedding which was described earlier. 
Composing the maps which we have described yields a map of sets 
t,: Rep(G) & 0 R+(G, IZ,)- R+(G) (2.15) 
?I>0 
whose properties are described in the following result. 
2.16. THEOREM [S2, Section 1.261. (a) For all KER~~(G), 
b,(t,(N)) = NE R(G). 
(b) For all H d G and NE Rep(G), 
Resg(t,(N))= tH(Res$(K))E R+(H). 
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(c) For all N, 8 E Rep(G), 
t&4 + 0) = t&4) t&e) + t,(6) E^G(N). 
(d) For all cp: G -+ S’, 
Note that part (d), which is not explicitly listed in [S2, Section 1.261, 
follows immediately from Section 2.8(e), since d, is the identity on R+(G). 
Now we turn to the description of the explicit induction homomorphism 
aG:R(G)+R+(G) 
which is defined in [Bl, Section 21. From [B2, Chap. I, Section 21 we 
know that R+(G) is the Grothendieck ring of the category of monomial 
representations of G. The objects of this category are finite-dimensional 
@-vector spaces, V, together with a fixed decomposition V = V, 0 ‘. . @ V, 
into one-dimensional subspaces, called the lines of V. In addition V is 
endowed with a C-linear, left G-action which permutes the lines of V. 
Morphisms between two monomial representations, 
v= V,@ ... @V, and w= W,@ ..’ @W,, 
are @G-linear maps, f: V -+ W, such that for each 1~ i < n there exists a 
1 <j< m such that f( Vi) c W,. We call I’= I’, @ . . . @ V, irreducible if G 
permutes the lines, { I’,}, transitively. By examining the G-orbits of the lines 
of an arbitrary monomial representation, V = I’, @ . . . 0 V,,, we see that V 
is the sum of irreducible monomial representations. If I’= V, @ . . @ I’,, is 
irreducible then we may associate to it the element, where H is the 
stabiliser of Y1 in G, 
(cp: H + Aut( I’,)), EM;/(G x Z7,) = fi;. 
This is, of course, the same construction which we used to define d, in 
(2.13). This gives a bijective correspondence between isomorphism classes 
of irreducible monomial representations and A &. Monomial representa- 
tions are also discussed in [S4, p. 1591. 
Let us write G for the dual group, Hom(G, S’ ), which is equal to 
Rep’(G) as a set. Since G acts trivially on the elements, (cp: G --+ S’ ), E &k 
we see that R+(G) contains the group ring, Z[G], as a subring. Thus 
R+(G) is a Z[d]-module and we have a decomposition 
R+(G)=@]@ H<(qo: H-r S’)G> 
I 
(2.17) 
HSG 
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as Z[G]-modules. Projecting onto the first factor in (2.17) gives rise to a 
projection 
xc: R+(G) + Z[G] (2.18) 
which is a Z[G]-algebra homomorphism [B, Section 1.91. Moreover, we 
obtain a ring homomorphism 
(2.19) 
where Xc denotes the G-invariant elements of X and G acts by conjugation 
on the &. The map, pG, of (2.19) is injective and has finite cokernel [Bl, 
Section 1.211. In particular, (2.19) becomes an isomorphism once tensored 
with the rational numbers. 
Let Irr(G) denote the set of irreducible, complex representations of G. 
Similar to the decomposition of (2.17) we have a decomposition 
R(G)=Z@]@ 1 
{ 
Z(K) 
I 
(2.20) 
X E h(G) 
dim(X) > 1 
of B [ &J-modules and a corresponding projection 
pG: R(G) -+ Z[c?] (2.21) 
which is a Z[G]-module homomorphism. Define a homomorphism 
rG = (PH ResG,),,,: R(G) -(HrIGmI)G. (2.22) 
Observe that rG is injective, since P,, is the identity for cyclic groups and 
each character is uniquely determined by its restriction to cyclic subgroups. 
By the injectivity of pG there can be at most one homomorphism, uG: 
R(G) + R+(G), which makes the following diagram commute: 
R(G) "G R+(G) 
(2.23) 
In (2.23) it is far from obvious that im(r,)cim(p,) and therefore the 
existence of the homomorphism, a,, is a subtle matter. In [Bl, Section 21 
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an algebraic proof is given of the existence of ao. At the end of this section 
we will give a topological construction of a, which is similar in spirit to the 
construction of zG in (2.6). The properties of a, are summarised in the 
following result. 
2.24. THEOREM [Bl, Section 2.11. (a) The family {ao: R(G) + R+(G)} 
is uniquely characterised by the following two commuting diagrams: 
R(G) 2 R+(G) 
ReSg 
I I 
R& 
R(H) “H R+(H) 
for all H < G and for all G, 
R(G) L R+(G) 
= 
I I 
KG 
1 
R(G) A h[G] 
(b) For all G, boa, = 1: R(G) + R(G). 
(c) For aRcpEG, ao(cp)=(cp: G-+Sl)o. 
(d) The homomorphism, a,, is a h[G]-module homomorphism. 
(e) Let So denote the partially ordered set of subgroup of G. Jf K, 
HE S, define the Mobius function of So by the formula 
For K E R(G) the explicit formula for a,(K) is given by 
a,(N)= IGI-’ 1 IKI CL~,~ Ind~(Res~(p,(Res~(N)))), (2.25) 
KGHESG 
where Indg((v: J-r S’),) = (v: J-+ S’)~E R+(G) andp,(Res$(K))E Z[fi] 
is viewed as an element of R+(H). 
(f) For all NE Rep(G) and for all subhomomorphisms, cp: H + S’; tf 
the mutliplicity of cp in Res$(N) is zero then the coefficient of (cp: H+ S’), 
in a,(K) is zero. 
Further properties of a, are recorded in [Bl, Section 2.11. 
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Now we will give a topological construction of a,(N). Let G be a finite 
group and let V be a complex, unitary representation of G. We shall 
consider the projective space of V, P(V), together with its canonical line 
bundle, y. Via the action on V, G acts on P(V) and also acts properly on y. 
We may triangulate P( I’) in such a manner as to make it into a G - C W- 
complex with a cellular action. Suppose that o is a cell of G\P( I’) and 
choose d to be any cell in P(V) which lies above (T. Let stab,(b) denote the 
stabiliser of 6 so that we may construct a one-dimensional representation, 
~(8): stab,(ti)+S’, from the action of stab,(e) on any fibre of y above 
any point of 8. 
Define a Lefschetz element, L,( I’) E R+(G), by the formula 
Lc(V= 1 (-1) dim’“‘(cp(8): stab,(d) + S1)c;. (2.26) 
oeG\P(Y) 
This sum is well defined because it may be defined in terms of the com- 
pactly-supported Euler characteristics of the connected components of the 
orbit strata of G\P( V), in a manner similar to that in which rG( V) was 
defined in (2.6). 
2.27. THEOREM [Sy, Section 4.43. (a) The map, L,: Rep(G) + R+(G), 
is additive and natural with respect to restrictions to subgroups. In addition, 
if cp is a one-dimensional representation of G then 
L,(q) = (cp: G -+ S’),. 
(b) Thus L, extends to a natural homomorphism 
L,: R(G) --+ R+(G) 
which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.24(a) and hence 
L,=a, for allfinite groups, G. 
In fact, the topological constructions, zG, t,, sG, and Lo all extend to 
the case in which G is a compact Lie group [Sl; Sy]. However, we will not 
need to use that fact here. 
3. ALGEBRAIC DESCRIPTIONS OF rG AND t, 
In this section we are going to characterise zG and t, uniquely in a man- 
ner similar to that for aG which was given in Section 2.24. In particular, we 
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will give explicit algebraic expressions for them. This is partly motivated by 
that fact that zG is a richer invariant of a representation than is either t, 
or uG and partly in order to relate the expressions for t, and a,. In addi- 
tion, the algebraicisation ought to facilitate the use of these invariants. 
First, we will generalise the map, rcG, of (2.18) to a map with domain, 
R, (G, Z7,), for arbitrary n. Observe that the (G x n,)-orbit of a sub- 
homomorphism of the special type (G --A ZZ,), is the same as its lir,-orbit. 
Let 
Hom(G, Z7,) = Hom(G, ZZ,)/n, 
denote the set of n,,-orbits of homomorphisms from G to 17,. We have a 
decomposition (cf. (2.17)) 
R+(G nn)=H(HOM(G, 17,))o 1 z((H& n,),) (3.1) 
H-CC 
and a corresponding projection 
71~: R+(G, n,) + ZWOWG, n,,)> (3.2) 
given by 
nc((HA n,)G) = 
(u: G + Z7,) if H=G, 
0 otherwise. 
Note that R+(G, n,) is a Z[G]-module by means of the action defined 
by k=& 
cp((Hq ZZ,),)= (H- IT,), (3.3) 
and rcG is a H[ &-module homomorphism. On Z( HOM(G, n,) ) we have 
a well-defined homomorphism, induced by the usual restriction of 
homomorphisms, for each H < G, 
Res$: Z(HOM(G, Z7,)) + Z(HOM(H, ZZ,)). (3.4) 
Now we define, generalising (2.19), 
pGcnH R&),,,: R+(G n,) + n z(HOM(H, n,t)> . 
> 
(3.5) 
H<G 
3.6. LEMMA. Let {U -li l7,), be a subhomomorphism. 
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(a) For all H < G we have 
(b) For p E HOM( H, IZ,) the coefficient ofp in x,(Resz(( UA n,),)) 
is given by 
# {sEG/UI HG~J-~, (H v(s~‘-~), K)4, 
where N denotes the relation of Il,-conjugacy. 
Proof: Part (b) follows at once from part (a). By definition (2.2) we 
have 
Resg(UA ZZn)G= 5,;G,u (Hr\sUs-‘a II,), 
and 7~~ vanishes on the terms on the right side unless H = H n SUSC’, 
which is equivalent to H d sUs-’ and implies that the double coset, HsU, 
is equal to the coset, sU. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. (a) In (3.5) the image of po is contained in the 
G-invariants (nHGG Z(HOM(H, Z7n)))G, where G acts on the set 
U HG G HOM(H, ZZ,) by conjugation. 
(b) In (3.5) pG is injective. 
(c) Upon tensoring with the rational numbers (3.5) yields an 
isomorphism 
> 
G 
PC: Q@r R+(G, Z7,)L fl Q(HOM(H, Z7,)) . 
HGG 
The inverse, ICY, of this isomorphism is given explicitly by the formula 
KG((XH)H<G)= IGI -’ c If4 pK,H Ind%Res~(xH)h (3.8) 
where x,EH(HOM(H, l7,)) and 
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Proof: Since pc is linear we have only to verify part (a) for a basis ele- 
ment, (Ul; I~,),EM~/(GxI~,)=A?;. Let H<G and ~EHOM(H,I~,) 
then, for each f E G, Section 3.6(b) implies that the coefficient of t(p) = 
p(t-l-t) in 
IT fHI-l Res% 4(UA nn)G) 
is given by #{seG/UJtHtr’<sUspl and (rHtr’- ZI,,)Nt(p)}. 
This number is independent of I, since the map which sends s to t ~ Is maps 
the above indexing set bijectively onto the set 
{sEG/UI H<sUs-’ and (Hs fln)-P). 
For part (b) consider 0 #x = C, CI,VE ker(p,), where v runs through 
subhomomorphisms, v = (HA I7,), E A;. There is some subhomo- 
morphism, p= (HL Z7n)G, with IHI maximal such that a,,# 0. We will 
compute the coefficient of ~EHOM(H, ZZ,) in rr,(Resg(x)). By the 
definition of Resg and 7-cH we see that we only obtain a contribution to this 
coefficient from the terms, CI,V, where (U-l; Z7,), satisfies H <sUs-’ and 
p = v(s- l-s): H + II, for some s E G. 
However, since ~1, = 0 if H 5 SUS- ’ and since we consider only repre- 
sentatives, v, of the (G x Z7,)-orbits, we see that the only contribution to 
the coefficient of p comes from the term tl,,p. The contribution of this term 
is given by 
#{sEG/H~H~sHs~’ and v=s(v)} 
which is non-zero. This contradiction shows that Ker(p,) = (0). 
Now we turn to the proof of part (c). By Section 3.12 (which holds inde- 
pendently from Section 3.7(c)), HOM(H, Z7,) is finite for each H < G. 
Therefore ( nH s G ZWOM(K 17,))) G is a free abelian group of finite 
rank and so is R + (G, I!,), by part (b). For a subhomomorphism, 
v= (H--h Z7n)G, consider the element of (nHGG Z(HOM(H, n,)))” 
which has a coefficient equal to one at all G-conjugates of v. These 
elements form a basis for (nHsG Z(HOM(H, n,)))” which is 
parametrised by G; so that (IJIHGG Z(HOM(H, Z7,J))G and R+(G, Z7,) 
have the same remark. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that 
Let xH = rcH Res$(( U --% Z7,),) for each H < G. By Section 3.6(a) 
xH= & (H- Z7,). 
HCSUSC’ 
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and applying the map, rcG, of (3.8) we obtain 
= ICI -’ IUI-’ 1 IsUs-’ (sus-‘y(s n,,), 
SEC 
= ICI -’ 1 @l/s-‘y(9 II,), 
SEG 
= (uL nn)G, as required. 
Here we have used the identity satisfied by Mobius functions 
which holds for any abelian-group-valued function, f, on S, (cf. [RI). This 
completes the proof of Proposition 3.7. By a similar calculation one may 
prove that pGrc, = 1, if one prefers not to use Section 3.12. 
Let v E Hom(G, Z7,). Then the n-dimensional vector space, C”, with the 
standard decomposition given by the standard basis, C = oi @(e,), 
becomes a monomial representation in the sense of Section 2 when s E G 
acts by multiplication by v(s). Replacing v by a ZI,,-conjugate does not 
change the isomorphism class of a monomial representation. Therefore we 
obtain a map 
$: HOM(G, 17,) -+ R”,(G), (3.9) 
where 
aS1)G ~a,[G:Hi]=n,ai20 (3.10) 
which can be identified with the set of isomorphism classes of 
n-dimensional monomial representations. Note that ~9 is just the restriction 
of the homomorphism, d,, of (2.13) to HOM(G,17,) in (3.1). Note also 
that $ respects the G-action on HOM(G, I7,) and on R+(G). 
3.11. PROPOSITION. In (3.9) II/ is a bijection and for each 
v E HOM(G, IT,) the characters of v and b,($(v)) coincide in R(G). 
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Proof The second statement follows from (2.14) and the observation 
that + is the restriction of d,. 
To prove the other statement we will give an inverse for the map, II/. Let 
V= V,@ ... @ V, be a monomial representation of G. We obtain a group 
homomorphism, v: G + Z7,, by the following construction. Let Vi,, . . . . I’, 
be representatives of the G-orbits of the lines of V. Choose vectors 
0 # uj E Vi. Let Hi denote the stabiliser of the line V, and, for each 
jE {i,, . ..) ik}, let gj, run through a system of representatives for G/H,. 
Hence { gjIuj}j,, is a basis for V such that each line contains precisely one 
basis vector. Now we define v(s), for s E G, to be the matrix with respect o 
this basis. We leave to the reader the straightforward task of verifying that 
this construction gives rise to a well-defined inverse to rl/. 
3.12. COROLLARY. HOM(G, Z7,) is finite and R, (G, ZZ,) is a finitely 
generated free abelian group. 
For N E Irr(G) we define a set 
P(K)= {(HL S’),EM; IIndg(cp)=NER(G)} (3.13) 
and for arbitrary N E Rep(G), N = N, + . . . + N, (Ni E Irr(G)) we define, as 
a product of sets, 
P(N) = n P(N,). (3.14) 
Note that P(K) may be empty. 
For x = (xi) E P(K) we define 
S(X)= i XiE R+(G). (3.15) 
i=l 
If dim(K) = n then s(x) E R”,(G) and, by Section 3.11, there corresponds an 
element of HOM(G, n,), v(x), which satisfies the equation, t&v(x)) = s(x). 
This construction gives rise to a map of the form 
v: P(N) + HOM( G, n,). (3.16) 
We will require the following well-known result: 
3.17. LEMMA. Let {Ai}i,l and { Bi}i,l be two families of matrices in the 
unitary group, U(n). Zf there exists SE GL,(@) such that SA,S-’ = Bi for all 
ie Z then there exists U E U(n) such that UA,U-’ = Bi for all iE I. 
ProojY Let CI: G + U(n) be a unitary representation with character, K. 
First, let us assume that 24 is irreducible. By the definition of zG in 
(2.6)-(2.7 ) we must determine all the cosets, 417, E U(n)/I7,, such that 
Lx(g) Ann = Azz” for all g E G. (3.20) 
Of course, A satisfies (3.20) if and only if there exists a homomorphism, p: 
G + D,,, such that 
A-Wg)A=Ag) for all g E G. (3.21) 
In (3.21) A determines p uniquely and ,U determines A up to a scalar factor, 
since K is irreducible. It is easy, with the aid of Lemma 3.17, to verify that 
(3.21) induces a bijection between G-fixed cosets, An, E U(n)/I7,, and 
conjugacy classes, p E HOM(G, ZZ,). Therefore the set of fixed points, 
(W)/fl,)“, is finite, by Section 3.12, and each connected component, 
being a point, has Euler characteristic equal to one. By the definition of TV 
and 7cG we obtain 
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For each positive integer, 0 6 n E Z, we define 
jj = IRATE: Rep”(G) -+ Z(HOM(G, Z7,)). 
3.19. PROPOSITION. (a) For all K e Rep”(G) 
i&W) = xE;cN, 4x1 E ZWOWG nn)>. 
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(3.18) 
(b) For all N E Rep“(G) and q E C? 
no~,W) = c (G -L Z~,,)EZ<HOM(G, Z7J), 
P 
where /.J runs over the elements of HOM(G, ZZ,) which correspond in (3.21) 
to G-fixed cosets, A17,. Therefore, 
where p runs over all the elements of HOM(G, Z7,) with character X. By 
Proposition 3.11 and (3.13)-(3.16) these are exactly the elements, v(x), for 
XE P(X). 
48104ap17 
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Now let N be arbitrary and write K = K, + . . . + N, (Ni E Irr( G)) then, by 
(2.9), we have 
PATS = dResZ?(~GW, * ... * T&%))), (3.22) 
where G is diagonally embedded into G’. Using Section 2.8, the r-fold 
*-product in (3.22) may be transformed multilinearly into a Z-linear 
combination of *-products, where each factor corresponds to a single 
subhomomorphism. From the definitions of (- * -), Res: and rc6 one 
can show that rrG Resg vanishes on those summands in which at least one 
factor is a subhomomorphism defined on a proper subgroup of G. Hence 
we find that 
= 1 . . . c nn, Resg(v(x,) * ... *v(x,)) 
xi 65 J-YXI) &E P(W) 
= 1 . . . 1 Resg(v(x,) * ... * v(x,)) 
xltP(xI) XrE P(K) 
= x,Gx&-~x /xX) 4x1+ ‘.. +x,) 
r r 
= *ET(N) v(x . 
Part (b) follows from part (a), together with the fact that tj respects the 
G-action (i.e., v(cpx) = cpv(x) for all x E P(N) and cp E 6). 
3.23. THEOREM. (a) For each positive integer, 0 <n E Z, the family 
{T,: Rep”(G) + R+(G fl,J> . IS uniquely characterised by the following two 
commuting diagrams: 
Rep”(G) --% R,(G n,) 
Res); 
I I 
ReS; 
Rep”(H) 2 R+(fC fl,) 
for all H < G and for all G 
Rep”(G) 4 R+(G,n,) 
=I I 
w 
Rep”(G) PC Z<HOM(G, fl,r)> 
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(b) For all G the following diagram commutes: 
=I 
Rep”(G) 
(c) For all K E Rep”(G), 
where, as in (3.8), 
I~~~(~:K+Z~,)=(V:K+~~,)~ER+(G,Z~,). 
(d) For all rp E C? and all N E Rep”(G), 
sG(@) = qzG(K). 
Proof. The first diagram commutes in part (a) by Section 2.8(d) and 
the second diagram commutes by the definition of bG. If {z&> is another 
family of maps which satisfy the conditions of part (a) then the diagram of 
part (b) also commutes when rG is replaced by rb, since 
nH Res$& = rrHr;I ResE = fiH Res$. 
By Section 3.7(b), pc is injective and therefore pGzG=pGt(, implies that 
rG = z~, which proves parts (a), (b). Part (c) follows at once from part (b) 
and (3.8). Finally, to prove part (d), by the injectivity of pG, we have only 
to verify for each H d G that 
=H ~~&Pc(~)) = ~H@&V) Re$Ar,(W)) 
= ~H(Re&V) ~H(Res%J))) 
= ReG%d nH(tH(ReS%))) 
= Res%cp) I?H(ReS%x)) 
= dH(Resg(V) Res%)) 
= ~H~H(Res~(vx)) 
= 71H Res%d4’~)), as required. 
Define a function from representations of G to the non-negative integers: 
n,: Rep(G) + Z+ (3.24) 
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by the formula 
By the definition of P(N) in (3.13), (3.14) we find that 
now + 0) = n,W) de) (3.25) 
for all X, Q E Rep(G). We define a function, p&, to be the product of n, of 
(3.24) and JJ~ of (2.21) 
pb: Rep(G) -+ Z[G] 
PbW) = %W) PG(W 
(3.26) 
3.27. LEMMA. For all X E Rep(G), 
%(47(W) = 4m(l,) E aa 
where (1 G) denotes the class of the trivial subhomomorphism, (G -& S l)G. 
Proof: Recall that we identify the Burnside ring, Q(G), with the subring 
of R+(G) which is generated by the elements of the form (H-A S l)c, as 
described in Section 2. Clearly we have 
E~~~=Tc~E~: R+(G, Z7H)- Z((GL S’),)cR+(G), 
so that Section 3.19(a) implies 
= JH) GAv(x)) 
= xE;cx, (G---L S’), 
= MJ)(l,L as required. 
3.28. PROPOSITION. Let t, be as in (2.15) then, for all X E Rep(G), 
%Ahm) = P;,(X). 
Proof: Let X=X1+ . . . + X, with Xi E Irr(G) and let n = dim(X). We 
will prove this identity by induction on r; for r = 0, both sides are zero. 
When r = 1, X is irreducible. However, x&t&X)) = x,(d,(z,(X))) and 
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from the definition of d, in (2.13) we see that x,(d,((HL ZZ,))) =0 if 
H 4 G so that (see (3.16) for the definition of v) 
Comparing the construction of d, and v(HA S’), we find that 
d,(v(HL S’),) = (H-% S’), and, therefore, 
%(km) = 
i 
0 if n>l, 
Et if n=l. 
The same clearly holds for p#). 
Now let r be arbitrary and assume that the identity is true for smaller r. 
For N = N, + ... + K,, 
%(t,(~))=%(tGwl+ ... + K 1) E^GK) 
+ t&t,) E^,(N, + ... + K,- 1)) 
= J&(X, + . . . + Hr- 1) %AK)(lG) 
+Pb(~r)kWl+ ... +L,)(l.) 
=PGtK1+ ‘.’ +Nr-l) fi nG(Ki)+PG(Kr) fI nG(Ki) 
i=l ;= I 
= P,(W now) 
= z&W), as required. 
3.29. THEOREM. (a) The family {t,: Rep(G)+R+(G)} is uniquely 
characterised by the following two commuting diagrams: 
Rep(G) fc R+(G) 
Re$ 
I I 
RW); 
Rep(H) fH R+(H) 
for all H < G and for all G 
Rep(G) ---% R+(G) 
= 
I I 
w 
Rep(G) 2 ml 
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(b) For all G the following diagram commutes 
Rep(G) 
lG 
’ R+(G) 
=I I 
PG 
Rep(G) (P;IReS”H)W6C (HQG L[HgG. 
(c) For all K E Rep(G), 
tG(W = IGI -’ 1 14 pKsH Ind~(Res::tp~tRes~(N)))), 
KGHESG 
where, as in (3.8), 
Indg(cp: K-t S’)= (cp: K-+ S’)GE R+(G). 
(d) For all cp E 6 and all K E Rep(G), 
tG(@) = qfG(K). 
(e) For all NE Rep(G) and for all subhomomoprhisms, cp: H + S’; if 
the multiplicity of cp in Resg(K) is zero then the coefficient of (cp: H + S’), 
in t,(N) is zero. 
Proof: Parts (a)-(c) are proved in the same manner as are the corre- 
sponding parts of Theorem 3.23. To prove part (d) we observe that if 
H<G then 
rrH(Res$ d tG(@ ))I = AAW%cp) Res%)) 
= P,(R&%J’) Re%W) n,(R‘$(cp) R&XW) 
= lPW&cp) R&XW)/ ResfAcp) pHWes%)) 
= IPW&W)I Res%cp) PH(Res%)) 
= ResZ(cp) piARes%)) 
= Res%p) nH(fH(ReS%))) 
= ~,(ResC,t4’) t,tResG,(N))) 
= ~H(Re&~tc(~)))~ as required. 
Finally we prove part (e) by induction on [G/H/. When H = G we have 
~G(tG(K))=nG(N) p,(N) which implies that the coefficient of (Ga S’), 
is equal to n,(K){ cp, K >, where (tp, K ) is the multiplicity of cp in N. 
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Now suppose that H $ G. For each (HA S’) and (H’a S’) in ML 
let us define 
Y~~,~~,(~.,~~)= #{SE G/H’) H<sH’spl and cp = ResSHH’s~‘((p’(S-‘L_S))}. 
By Lemma 3,.6 we know that Y~~,,,~,(~,, rp,) is the coefficient of (H-% S’), 
in Resg((H’L S’),) (cf. [Bl, Sections 1.14, 1.161). Now we consider the 
coefficient of (HA S’), in tH(Resg(K)) = Resg(t&X)). In t,(Resz(X)) 
this coefficient equals the coefficient of cp in 
n,(t,(Res%V)) = AARes%)) = n,(Res%V) PH(Res%W) E zCk1 
which vanishes, since the multiplicity (cp, Res$(K)) is supposed to be zero. 
If t,(K)=Ci j?,(Hi3 S’), then the coefficent is Resg(t,(Et)) is equal to 
(3.30) 
BY definition Y(~,~),(~,,~~) vanishes unless there exists an SE G such 
that H<sHis-’ and c~=Res”,H’“-‘(cp,(s~‘-s)). On the other hand, 
if there exists such an SE G then we have (cp,, Resg,(K)) = 0, since 
(9, Resg(N)) = 0. Thus, if IHI # IHi1 then pi= 0, by induction, and the 
sum in (3.30) reduces to a single term 
Y~H,~p),(,,,,{coefficient of (HL S’), in t,(K)) 
which implies that the coefficient of (H -% S’), in t,(N) must vanish, since 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ # 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.29. 
4. THE RELATION BETWEEN a, AND t, 
In Section 3 we developed the parallel between the explicit Brauer induc- 
tion formulae, uG and t,. We saw that there are uniquely determined by 
their restrictions to subgroups and the maps, pc = rcGuc and P; = not,, 
respectively. However, pc and pk only differ by the factor, nG. This discus- 
sion already shows that there is a satisfactory relationship between a, and 
t,, since the injectivity of pG in (2.23) and Section 3.29(b), implies that the 
knowledge of a, or t, is equivalent to the knowledge of pG or p&, respec- 
tively. However, in this section we will establish a direct connection 
between aG and t,. 
4.1. THEOREM. For all K E Rep(G), 
t,(W = %7(X) E^GW), 
where & is us in (2.10). 
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Prooj Recall that a,, t,, and & are all natural with respect o restric- 
tion to subgroups and that xH, Resg are ring homomorphisms. Therefore, 
by Section 3.27, for all H < G, 
zH Res%dW 4AW) = pH(Re&W) nHWs%WNIH) 
= piARes%)) 
= nH W$kW), 
which completes the proof, since it shows that p,(a,(K) to(N)) = p,(t,(N)) 
and pc is injective. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. (a) In general the explicit Brauer induction formula, 
ao and to, do not coincide. 
(b) However, they coincide on characters, N E Rep(G), which satisfy the 
following property: 
For each subgroup, H < G, either Resz(K) splits completely 
into linear characters or it has no linear constituent. 
In particular, a,(N) and t,(K) coincide when dim(N) < 2. 
ProoJ: For part (a) consider the irreducible, three-dimensional charac- 
ter, N, of G = GL,([F,), which has order 48. Let T be a 2-Sylow subgroup 
of G. Thus ResF(N) = 8+ cp, where e~Irr(T) and dim(6)=2. The 
irreducible, 13, may be obtained by induction from linear characters of sub- 
groups of type C, (cyclic), D, (dihedral), and Q, (quaternionic) and, in 
fact, n T(0) = 3. Therefore, 
p’ARes$(N)) = 3q # 40 = p,(Res?(K)). 
Therefore, by (2.23), Section 3.29(b), and the injectivity of pc we see that 
4AW + tGW). 
For part (b) we observe in this case that 
nH(Res%V) P,(Re#)) = P,(R&(H)), 
since either n,(Resg(K)) = 1 or p,(Res$(N)) = 0. However, ifp,(Res$(K)) 
=ph(Resz(K)) for all H< G then a,(N)= to(K), by (2.23), Section 
3.29(b), and the injectivity of pG. 
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